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Abstract

The racial composition of treatment centers in the SPRINT trial is an independent risk factor for myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke. Independent of individual race or ethnicity, patients face a 39% increase in relative risk of MI or stroke when associated to treatment centers with a high proportion of African Americans. The magnitude of this effect is comparable to smoking. This suggests the strong influence of social determinants on health outcomes among hypertensive patients.

Background

SPRINT was a randomized, controlled, open-label trial of intensive and standard treatment of hypertension that was conducted at 102 treatment centers in the United States [1]. SPRINT enrolled 30% African Americans, 10% Hispanics and 58% whites. The racial and ethnic composition of the treatment centers (RC) may be a surrogate marker for social determinants of disease, such as poverty, health care access, nutritional access, and health care literacy. We hypothesize that center-level RC will influence the outcomes of patients enrolled in the SPRINT trial, even after controlling for other factors, including the race of individual patients.

Methods

We used logistic regression to study the relationship between RC and myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke (the primary outcome) in the SPRINT population. To the clinical and demographic data, we added the RC of the center at which each patient was treated. The model was trained to predict adverse outcome during the study period. The model achieved moderate accuracy (65.7% Area Under the ROC Curve), which is not accurate enough to triage individual patients. However, it is accurate enough to determine the importance of individual factors.
Results

First, the 102 treatment centers in the SPRINT trial represent a wide range of racial/ethnic composition, from predominantly White to Black or Hispanic (Panel A). Nonetheless, 1,848 patients (430 White/Other, 1,149 Black and 269 Hispanic) were treated in a center where they were a minority. Critically, because of these cross over patients, the effect of center-level RC can be tested, while controlling for the effect of race at an individual level.

Second, we studied the regression coefficients to understand the importance of center-level RC. In this test, individual race/ethnicity are not statistically significant: Black OR 0.90 (P=0.17) and Hispanic OR (P=0.19). At the center level, Hispanic composition is not significant (OR 1.01, P=0.97). However, Black composition is a significant factor with a strong magnitude of effect (OR 1.38, 95% CI: 1.11 - 1.73, P=0.0045).

Third, the magnitude of effect of center RC is clinically significant. This effect is comparable to (but opposite) the effect of intensive treatment for BP (OR 0.74), and essentially equal to having a history of smoking (OR 1.33). Studying this further, the model’s coefficients were used to compute a center level risk score, which ranged from 0.00 to 0.32 log-odds (Panel B); so, the highest risk centers increase relative risk by 39%.

Fourth, we simulated the MI and stroke outcomes achieved by modifying center-level risk. This simulates interventions that successfully identify and rectify the root causes for the increased risk among patients in the high risk centers. This might correspond with moving patients to lower risk centers, or to alleviating specific social determinants of disease. We reduced the center risk of the 1872 patients in the highest risk quintile of centers (purple bars in Panel B) to that of the best and the median center. Improving their center risk improved outcomes substantially (Panel C): to best risk (RRR 18.4%, NNT 92) and median risk (RRR 13.0%, NNT 131). This effect was even stronger when limiting the simulation to the 381 patients in the five highest risk centers: to best risk (RRR 24.9%, NNT 70) and median risk (RRR 19.9%, NNT 88). The effect on outcome is comparable to the benefit of intensive treatment for hypertension (RRR 23.7%, NNT 61).
Conclusion

This analysis encourages inquiry into the root mechanisms of this effect. It is possible that center-level RC is a surrogate for systemic factors external to the clinic. For example, RC could indicate the poverty of a patient population, and that poverty may be driving the association with poor outcomes. We expect center-level risk is closely correlated with the socio-economic status of patients; a census-based estimate of income and wealth confirms this (Panel D). However, more factors are required to explain the discrepancy between Hispanic and Black RC (no effect vs. strong effect).

Identifying the mechanisms that give rise to center-level risk might suggest effective interventions. These interventions are important, and might improve health for all of us.
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